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Speaker-Independent Emotional Voice Conversion

via Disentangled Representations
Xunquan Chen, Xuexin Xu, Takashi Kamihigashi, Jinhui Chen∗,

Zhizhong Zhang, Tetsuya Takiguchi, and Edwin R. Hancock, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Emotional Voice Conversion (EVC) technology aims
to transfer emotional state in speech while keeping the linguistic
information and speaker identity unchanged. Prior studies on
EVC have been limited to perform the conversion for a specific
speaker or a predefined set of multiple speakers seen in the
training stage. When encountering arbitrary speakers that may
be unseen during training (outside the set of speakers used in
training), existing EVC methods have limited conversion capa-
bilities. However, converting the emotion of arbitrary speakers,
even those unseen during the training procedure, in one model is
much more challenging and much more attractive in real-world
scenarios. To address this problem, in this study, we propose
SIEVC, a novel speaker-independent emotional voice conversion
framework for arbitrary speakers via disentangled representa-
tion learning. The proposed method employs the autoencoder
framework to disentangle the emotion information and emotion-
independent information of each input speech into separated
representation spaces. To achieve better disentanglement, we
incorporate mutual information minimization into the training
process. In addition, adversarial training is applied to enhance
the quality of the generated audio signals. Finally, speaker-
independent EVC for arbitrary speakers could be achieved by
only replacing the emotion representations of source speech with
the target ones. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed EVC model outperforms the baseline models in terms
of objective and subjective evaluation for both seen and unseen
speakers.

Index Terms—Emotional voice conversion, disentangled rep-
resentation learning, adversarial learning, mutual information,
speaker-independent

I. INTRODUCTION

EMOTIONAL voice conversion (EVC) is a voice con-

version technique where only emotional information in

source speech is converted while retaining the linguistic in-

formation and speaker identity. Recently, EVC has attracted

considerable attention in the field of speech processing. This

technology can be applied in various domains such as voice

assistants, conversational agents, and expressive text-to-speech

(TTS) [1], [2], [3].

Previously developed methods for EVC can be roughly

categorized into two types based on the use of training data.
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Early studies on EVC focused mainly on parallel training

data. In other words, the mapping function is trained on

paired utterances of the same linguistic content spoken in

different emotional states. Among these approaches, the Gaus-

sian mixture model (GMM) has been commonly used, and

many improvements have been proposed for GMM-based

EVC [4]. Other EVC methods, such as those based on non-

negative matrix factorization (NMF) [5] or deep belief net-

works (DBNs) [6], have also been proposed. Although these

methods have demonstrated their effectiveness, they require

accurately aligned parallel data. Collecting parallel data and

aligning the source and target utterances can be costly and

time-consuming. These limitations have motivated research to

explore non-parallel EVC approaches.

Recent works in non-parallel EVC using deep neural net-

work models can be roughly divided into two categories:

GAN-based models [7], [8], [9] and disentanglement-based

models [10], [11]. To eliminate the need for parallel train-

ing data, GAN-based models such as CycleGAN-EVC [7]

and StarGAN-EVC [8] have employed cycle consistency to

ensure that the resultant invertible mapping is identical to

the source input. Moreover, adversarial loss derived from the

discriminator encourages the generator to generate speech that

sounds similar to the target emotion. Because there is no

guarantee that GAN-based models will learn explicit latent

features, these direct transformation approaches cannot control

the emotion state explicitly. Recent studies have shown that

disentangled representation learning achieves remarkable per-

formance in style transfer tasks. Disentanglement-based mod-

els usually design an autoencoder framework to decompose the

speech into emotion and content representations with proper

constraints. These methods can easily achieve EVC by simply

replacing the emotion representation. Gao et al. [10] used an

autoencoder framework to disentangle the emotional style and

linguistic content from speech; thus, the emotional style could

be modified independently without changing the linguistic

content. Zhou et al. proposed a two-stage training strategy

for EVC and used the corresponding phoneme transcription to

guide the disentanglement of emotional styles and linguistic

content. However, because there are no explicit constraints be-

tween different speech representations, these disentanglement-

based models generally suffer from the untangle-overlapping

problem. Hence, they tend to exhibit poor audio quality and

transfer performance.

Although these GAN-based model and disentanglement-

model methods can achieve subjectively satisfactory perfor-

mance without the need for a parallel corpus, as shown in
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(a) Speaker-dependent EVC

(b) Speaker-independent EVC

Fig. 1. Comparison between traditional speaker-dependent EVC methods and
the proposed speaker-dependent EVC method. (a) Speaker-dependent EVC
performing conversion for the specific speaker seen in training stage. (b)
Speaker-independent EVC performing conversion for any speakers, including
those unseen in training stage.

Fig. 1(a), they are limited to perform the conversion for

a specific speaker seen in the training stage. Here, EVC

frameworks, which are designed for a specific speaker, can be

called speaker-dependent EVC. When encountering arbitrary

speakers that may be unseen during training (outside the set

of speakers used in training), existing EVC methods have

limited conversion capabilities. This significant problem limits

the real-world application of such models.

To overcome this limitation, as shown in Fig. 1(b), we pro-

pose a novel speaker-independent EVC (SIEVC) method for

any speakers, even those unseen in training stage. This method

can be easily generalized to unseen speakers without retraining

or fine-tuning to improve the generalization ability, which

could significantly reduce computations and the users’ waiting

time in practical use scenarios. To perform the conversion for

arbitrary speakers, the proposed SIEVC model should only

transfer speaker-independent emotion information while pre-

serving emotion-independent elements. Although each speaker

may express their emotions in a different manner, we can

easily recognize their emotional states through speech, even

in different languages. It has been demonstrated that there is

a common code among different speakers for each pair of

emotion classes in the domain of speaker-independent speech

emotion recognition [12], [13], [14], [15]. Therefore, it is pos-

sible to extract a speaker-independent emotion representation

from different speakers.

Inspired by disentangled representation learning in image-

style transfer [16], [17], [18] and speech-style transfer [19],

[20], [21], the proposed SIEVC method employs an autoen-

coder framework with an adversarial training strategy to disen-

tangle the emotion information from the emotion-independent

information of each input speech into separated representation

spaces. There are two training stages during the entire training

procedure:1) Stage I: autoencoder training and 2) Stage II:

adversarial training. During the autoencoder training stage,

we apply an emotion encoder to capture emotion representa-

tions and an emotion-independent encoder to encode emotion-

independent representations. A decoder uses emotion and

emotion-independent representations as inputs to reconstruct

the input speech. Here, reconstruction loss is used to ensure

that the autoencoder architecture does not lose too much

information. Recent studies [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]

have demonstrated that mutual information minimization is

an effective method for extracting disentangled representations

in various style transfer tasks. To achieve better disentangle-

ment of the emotion representations and emotion-independent

representations of the input speech, we incorporate mutual

information minimization into the autoencoder training pro-

cess. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to

apply mutual information to speaker-independent EVC. We

further train the autoencoder based on an adversarial training

strategy to enhance the quality of generated audio signals.

During the adversarial training procedure, we utilize the au-

toencoder framework (emotion encoder, emotion-independent

encoder, and decoder) as the GAN generator, which aims to

fool the discriminator by generating high-quality and realistic

audio signals. After training, the proposed model successfully

separates emotion and emotion-independent information into

independent representation spaces. Therefore, to convert the

emotion for any speaker during run-time inference, we can

simply replace the emotion representation of the source speech

with that of the target emotion.

The main contributions of this study are summarized as

follows.

• We propose SIEVC, a novel speaker-independent emo-

tional voice conversion framework for arbitrary speakers

via disentangled representation learning. The proposed

method can be easily generalized to unseen speakers

without any retraining or finetuning, which is much more

challenging while being much more attractive in real-

world scenarios.

• A novel optimization objective based on mutual infor-

mation is proposed to achieve better disentanglement.

Only reconstruction loss cannot guarantee that emotion

representation and emotion-independent representation

are disentangled without inter-dependency between them,

leading to EVC performance degradation. To alleviate this

issue, we incorporate mutual information theory into the

autoencoder training stage.

• To achieve high-quality converted speech with the target

emotion, the adversarial training strategy is also adopted

in the training procedure. Through various subjective and

objective evaluations, we demonstrate that the proposed

method has better disentanglement and transfer perfor-

mance than those of the baselines in both seen and unseen

speaker scenarios on a real-world dataset.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we present related works in detail and discuss

the relationship between our proposed model and alternative

methods. Section III presents the proposed method. Section

IV provides details of the experimental evaluations. Finally,

conclusions are presented in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Based on GAN or disentangled representation learning, sev-

eral related works have proposed various speaker-dependent

EVC models. In contrast, this study presents a novel speaker-

independent EVC based on GAN combined with disentangled

representation learning to achieve emotion conversion for an

arbitrary speaker. In this section, we discuss the detailed dif-

ferences between the proposed approach and previous studies

and summarize the existing gaps in the current literature to

determine our novel contributions. Furthermore, a study of

mutual information is presented because it will be used for

better disentanglement in this study.

A. Generative Adversarial Networks

In recent years, researchers have started to explore the

feasibility of emotional voice conversion using non-parallel

training data due to the difficulties in collecting accurately-

aligned parallel data. An appealing solution to this problem is

based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) [28], most

of which have been inspired by recent advances in unpaired

image style transfer [29], [30]. These GAN-based image-style

transfer approaches generally utilize an adversarial training

procedure to learn a mapping function that can map from the

source domain to the target domain, which also applies to an

EVC task.

The first studies were based on CycleGAN [29]. Zhou

et al. [7] proposed CycleGAN-EVC to model the spectrum

and prosody mapping between source speech and target

speech. This has been widely acknowledged as an effective

way to achieve one-to-one conversion with non-parallel data.

However, using only one model to achieve many-to-many

conversions is more attractive for a wide range of applications.

As an improvement to CycleGAN, StarGAN [30] allows

many-to-many domain mapping using a single model. Inspired

by StarGAN [30], Rizos et al. proposed StarGAN-EVC [8]

to train the spectral mapping between multiple emotional

domains. Another study adopted an improved CycleGAN in

the variational autoencoder (VAE)-GAN framework for EVC

[9], in which a supervised strategy was used to extract more

reliable emotion-related representations.

The effectiveness of GANs is because an adversarial training

scheme forces the generated data to be indistinguishable from

real data. Thus, the GAN has been adopted as the basic

framework of our proposed method. However, the lack of

explicit latent modeling in a GAN discourages the disentangle-

ment between emotion information and emotion-independent

information, thereby reducing the effectiveness of emotion

representation in controlling the emotion state.

B. Disentangled Representation Learning

Recently, to address the limitations mentioned above, sev-

eral studies [10], [11], [31], [32] based on speech repre-

sentation disentanglement have attempted to decompose the

speech into different representations. These methods can easily

achieve emotional voice conversion by simply replacing the

emotion-related representations.

Disentangled representation learning aims to encode input

data into mutually independent latent subspaces with respect to

different representations. [33], [34], [35]. Therefore, it is ben-

eficial to obtain representations that contain certain attributes

or that extract discriminative features. Drawing inspiration

from recent studies on image-style transfers, adversarial and

reconstruction-based autoencoder training have been widely

used to obtain disentangled representations. Gao et al. [10]

proposed a non-parallel EVC approach based on style transfer

autoencoders, which consists of an encoder and decoder for

each emotion domain. To use a limited amount of emotional

speech data for unseen speakers, Zhou et al. [11] proposed

a two-stage training strategy and used the corresponding

phoneme transcription to guide the disentanglement of the

emotional style and linguistic content. Choi et al. [31] used an

emotion encoder and an additional speaker encoder to utilize

various emotional characteristics of multiple speakers. Thus,

conversion can be performed for a predefined set of multiple

speakers, as seen in the training stage. However, these models

are limited in their ability to convert for a specific speaker

or a predefined set of multiple speakers. When encountering

arbitrary speakers that may be unseen during training (outside

the set of speakers used in training), existing EVC methods

have limited conversion capabilities.

Thus far, there are few researchers that have explored

speaker-independent emotional voice conversion techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, only one model based on

the VAW-GAN [36] learns to disentangle emotional elements

and recompose speech by assigning a new emotional state.

However, this model has no other mechanism to sufficiently

decouple emotion-independent information from emotion in-

formation. This can be problematic because it can cause the

model to produce low-quality audio. In this study, for better

disentanglement between emotion information and emotion-

independent information, mutual information is adopted to bet-

ter separate the emotion information and emotion-independent

information of voices into independent representation spaces.

C. Mutual Information

Mutual information (MI) is a key concept in information

theory for measuring how similar two types of information

are to each other. Recent studies have focused on MI es-

timation as a means of performing disentangled representa-

tion learning. Learning disentangled speech representation via

MI minimization in speech tasks has also recently attracted

increasing attention, such as text-to-speech conversion [24],

[25] and speaker identity conversion [27], [26]. Hu et al.

proposed a controllable TTS that can prevent content leakage

by minimizing the mutual information between the style and

content features. The mutual information between the style and

content vectors was estimated using the mutual information

neural estimator proposed in [37]. To achieve cross-lingual

text-to-speech, Xin et al. [25] used a speaker encoder and

a language encoder to extract speaker and language repre-

sentations from acoustic features. For better disentanglement,

mutual information minimization was then used to remove the

entangled information within each representation.
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TABLE I
ALL THE IMPORTANT NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER.

Notation Description

X an emotional dataset
Xs source speech randomly sampled from X

Xt target speech randomly sampled from X

Xs→t converted speech
As mel-spectrogram feature of Xs

At mel-spectrogram feature of Xt

Âs→s reconstructed mel-spectrogram feature of Xs

Âs→t converted mel-spectrogram feature of Xs→t

Zs
e emotion representation of As

Zs
c emotion-independent representation of As

Zt
e emotion representation of At

Zt
c emotion-independent representation of At

MI mutual information
LMI mutual information loss
LREC reconstruction loss
LADV adversarial loss
Ee emotion encoder
Ec emotion-independent encoder
De decoder
Dis discriminator

For speaker identity conversion, Yuan et al. [26] proposed

a disentanglement-based model that separates the style and

content of voices into independent representation spaces by

minimizing the mutual information between style and content

representation. Wang et al. [27] applied a vector quantization

technique for content encoding and used mutual information

to achieve the proper disentanglement of content, speaker,

and pitch representations. Therefore, MI estimation has been

widely acknowledged as an effective way to measure depen-

dencies between different representations for better disentan-

glement. Inspired by this, mutual information is applied to

constrain the dependency between different representations in

the proposed SIEVC framework.

Existing GAN-based or disentanglement-based EVC meth-

ods are limited in their ability to perform conversion for

a specific speaker or a predefined set of multi-speakers

seen in training stage. Moreover, because there are no ex-

plicit constraints between different speech representations,

these disentanglement-based models generally suffer from an

untangle-overlapping problem. Hence, they tend to exhibit

poor audio quality and transfer performance. To alleviate

these limitations, in this study, we propose a novel speaker-

independent EVC based on GAN combined with disentangled

representation learning to achieve conversion for an arbitrary

speaker. Moreover, a novel loss function based on mutual

information has been incorporated into the training process

to achieve better disentanglement between different represen-

tations.

III. SPEAKER-INDEPENDENT EMOTIONAL VOICE

CONVERSION

A. Notations and Preliminaries

We have defined some notations, random variables, and

terminologies used throughout this paper in this section. The

notations used in this study are summarized in Table I.

In EVC tasks, the input to a model consists of utterances

drawn from different emotional categories. Given an emotional

speech dataset X , let us consider Xs ∈ X and Xt ∈ X as

two randomly sampled speech instances from two different

emotional categories. During the training procedure, As de-

notes the acoustic feature (mel-spectrogram) extracted from

the source speech Xs, while At denotes the mel-spectrogram

feature extracted from the target speech Xt.

The latent-space representation of data point A is denoted

as A = [Ze, Zc], where Ze and Zs are the latent emotion

and emotion-dependent representation of the data point A,

respectively. Our goal is to learn a generative module such that

the latent representation As can be factorized into [Zs
e , Z

s
c ].

Given such a disentangled representation, we can perform

EVC for any speaker by simply replacing the latent emotion

representation Zt
e with the latent emotion representation Zt

e.

For better disentanglement, in this study, mutual information

has been adopted to decompose speech into independent

representation spaces.

Definition 3.1 (Mutual Information): Mutual information

is a measure of the dependence between two random variables.

For two discrete random variables X and Y , the mutual

information between them is given as follows:

MI(X;Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
. (1)

Here, p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution function of

the random variables and p(x) and p(y) represent the marginal

probability distribution functions of X and Y , respectively.

MI(X;Y ) represents the amount of information shared by X
and Y .

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed SIEVC framework is

based on GAN combined with disentangled representation

learning. Typically, a GAN is composed of a generator and

a discriminator. The generator utilized in our study is an

encoder-decoder architecture consisting of three modules:

an emotion encoder Ee(·), an emotion-independent encoder

Ec(·), and a decoder De(·, ·). Inside the generator framework,

the emotion encoder Ee accepts the acoustic features (mel-

spectrogram) as input and extracts the emotion representation

related to the emotional state of the input speech. The emotion-

independent encoder Ec captures emotion-independent repre-

sentations. Then, decoder De takes the disentangled represen-

tations as input to synthesize the converted mel-spectrogram.

The discriminator distinguishes real speech from converted

speech while encouraging the generator to synthesize more

realistic speech. Detailed information regarding each compo-

nent of the proposed framework is provided in section III-C.

If all modules are well trained, we can achieve speaker-

independent emotional voice conversion via disentangled rep-

resentations. Let us consider source speech Xs and target

speech X2 drawn from two different emotional categories. The

emotion encoder Ee extracts the emotion representation Zt
e

from the target speech, and the emotion-independent encoder

Ec extracts the emotion-independent representation Zs
c from

the source speech. The decoder takes the two extracted repre-

sentations as inputs to generate the converted mel-spectrogram

Âs→t by changing only the source emotion to the target

emotion. Finally, the converted speech waveform X̂s→t is
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Fig. 2. The training procedure of the proposed SIEVC. The emotion encoder Ee and emotion-independent encoder Ez are employed to emotion and
emotion-independent representations, respectively. The decoder De is used to generate the converted mel-spectrogram. The discriminator Dis is designed
to judge whether the input mel-spectrogram comes from a real sample. Three objectives are enforced in the generative module: reconstruction loss LREC ,

mutual information loss LMI , and adversarial loss LADV . Here, mutual information loss LMI is a weighted sum of MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ), MI(Zs

e ; Ẑ
s
e ), and

MI(Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ).

reconstructed from the converted mel-spectrogram using a

vocoder.

B. Training Procedure

In this section, we detail the training procedure of the

proposed SIEVC framework. As shown in Fig. 2, there are two

training stages during the entire training procedure: 1) Stage

I: autoencoder training, and 2) Stage II: adversarial training.

Three losses are introduced to train our proposed model. These

are the reconstruction loss LREC and mutual information loss

LMI for autoencoder training, and the adversarial loss LADV

for adversarial training.

1) Stage I: Autoencoder traning: As depicted in Fig. 2(a),

self-reconstruction from an input speech is performed to pre-

serve the consistency during autoencoder training stage. The

self-reconstruction procedure can be formulated as follows:

Zs
e = Ee (As) , Z

s
c = Ec (As) , Âs→s = De (Z

s
e , Z

s
c ) , (2)

where As is the mel-spectrogram feature extracted from input

speech Xs and Âs→s is the reconstructed mel-spectrogram.

Zs
e is the emotion representation captured from the emotion

encoder Ee, Zs
c denotes emotion-independent representation

generated by the emotion-independent encoder Ec. The de-

coder De learns to reconstruct As as Âs→s using concatenated

latent representations.

Reconstruction loss: A reconstruction loss LREC is calcu-

lated between the reconstructed mel-spectrogram and ground

truth. The reconstruction loss LREC is defined by measuring

the differences between the input and correspond reconstructed

mel-spectrogram using the L1 distance (norm), as follows:

LREC = EX

∥

∥

∥
Âs→s −As

∥

∥

∥

1
, (3)

where As is the mel-spectrogram of the input speech signal,

and Âs→s is the reconstructed mel-spectrogram generated

from the self-reconstruction procedure in Eq. 2. This recon-

struction loss encourages well defined output mel-spectrogram

and ensures that the autoencoder architecture does not lose too

much information. It is also an essential part and a main ob-

jective for disentanglement-based emotional voice conversion

methods [10], [31], [32].

However, using only reconstruction loss cannot guarantee

that the emotion and emotion-independent representations are

disentangled without residual mutual information between

them. To achieve better disentanglement, we incorporate mu-

tual information minimization into the autoencoder training

process as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Next, we explain in detail

how mutual information is estimated.

By Definition 3.1, mutual information can be equivalently

expressed with the joint entropy H(X,Y ) and marginal en-

tropy H(X), H(Y ) of two variables X and Y as follows:

MI(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X | Y )

= H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ),
(4)

where
H(X) = −

∑

x

p(x) log p(x),

H(Y ) = −
∑

y

p(y) log p(y),

H(X,Y ) = −
∑

x,y

p(x, y) log p(x, y).

(5)

Therefore, mutual information is notoriously difficult to com-

pute exactly because the closed form of the joint distribution

is generally unknown. To solve this problem, some estimators

based on deep neural networks have been proposed [37], [38],

[39].
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(a) Without MI loss (b) With MI loss

Fig. 3. Illustration of the disentanglement between Emotion representation
Zs
e and emotion-independent representation Zs

c without MI loss (a) and with
MI loss (b).

The proposed approach encodes the mel-spectrogram fea-

ture As of input speech Xs into an emotion representation

Zs
e = Ee(As) and an emotion-independent representation

Zs
c = Ec(As) using an emotion encoder Ee(·) and an

emotion-independent encoder Ec(·), respectively. As depicted

in Fig. 3, the motivation of our proposed method is to disen-

tangle the emotion and emotion-independent latent represen-

tation spaces (ideally, there is no residual mutual information

between them). Using only the reconstruction loss does not

guarantee that Zs
e and Zs

c are separable. From the definition

of mutual information, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1: Zs
e and Zs

c are fully separable or statistically

independent if and only if MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ) = 0.

Proof: If Zs
e is independent of Zs

c , then p(Zs
e , Z

s
c ) =

p(Zs
e )p(Z

s
c ); According to Equation 1, MI(Zs

e ;Z
s
c ) will be

zero.

Therefore, mutual information between Zs
e and Zs

c is expected

to be minimised. By minimizing such mutual information, we

learn the representations which are independent from each

other.

To further faithfully represent the input data As, a repre-

sentation of the reconstructed mel-spectrogram Âs→s should

be informative of As, that is, MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c )

should be large. In other words, it is desirable to maximize the

mutual information between the representation pairs (Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e )

and (Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ).

Consequently, the proposed objective function based on

mutual information calculates the following terms:

• MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ): encourages the emotion representation Zs

e

and emotion-independent representation Zs
c of source

mel-spectrogram As to completely remove any redundant

information present in both representations, making them

independent of each other. In other words, the emotion

representation Zs
e does not contain information about the

emotion-independent representation Zs
c , and vice versa.

• MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c ): constrain the latent repre-

sentations to be same for information preservation, before

and after the self-reconstruction procedure.

Intuitively, we must minimise MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ) while maximising

MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c ).

Mutual information loss: As a result, the overall mutual

information loss LMI can be minimized as follows,

LMI = MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c )− β[MI(Zs

e ; Ẑ
s
e ) +MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c )], (6)

where β is the hyperparameter controlling the relative impor-

tance of these items. In order to achieve more effective disen-

tanglement between emotion representation Zs
e and emotion-

independent representation Zs
c , we set β to 0.5 during training.

Next, we explain how to maximise the MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and

MI(Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ), and how to minimise MI(Zs

e ;Z
s
c ), respectively.

To maximize MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c ), we estimate

the lower bound of the mutual information by adopting mutual

information neural estimation (MINE) [37]. Based on the

Donsker-Varadhan representation [40] of the Kullback-Leibler

divergence, the lower bound of mutual information can be

represented by:

MI(X;Y ) ≥ sup
θ∈Θ

Ep(X,Y )(x,y) [Tθ(x, y)]−

log
(

EpX(x)pY (y)

[

eTθ(x,y)
])

,
(7)

where Tθ(x, y) represents a function parameterised by a neu-

ral network with the parameter θ. As shown in Fig. 4(b),

MINE is used to estimate the mutual information between the

disentangled representations extracted from the ground-truth

mel-spectrogram As and disentangled representation extracted

from the reconstructed mel-spectrogram Âs→s. Each batch

of training data contains B pairs of (Zs
e , Ẑ

s
e ) and (Zs

c , Ẑ
s
c ),

where the ith pair of data points is denoted by (Zs
e,i, Ẑ

s
e,i)

and (Zs
c,i, Ẑ

s
c,i). The batch size is set to 32 in this paper.

Consequently, the criterion for maximizing MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and

MI(Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ) can be defined as:

MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) =

1

B

B
∑

i=1

Tθ

(

Zs
e,i, Ẑ

s
e,i

)

−

log

(

1

B

B
∑

i=1

e
Tθ

(

Zs
e,i,

¯̂
Zs

e,i

)

)

;

(8)

MI(Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ) =

1

B

B
∑

i=1

Tθ

(

Zs
c,i, Ẑ

s
c,i

)

−

log

(

1

B

B
∑

i=1

e
Tθ

(

Zs
c,i,

¯̂
Zs

c,i

)

)

.

(9)

Minimising MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ) can be difficult if we use MINE

mutual information estimator here. Because this neural es-

timation method estimates the lower-bound mutual infor-

mation, which is inconsistent to mutual information mini-

mization of MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ). Therefore, to effectively minimize

MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ), the upper-bound mutual information should be

estimated. Different from the mutual information maximiza-

tion of MI(Zs
e ; Ẑ

s
e ) and MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c ), in this study, we have

adopted the contrastive log-ratio upper bound (CLUB) [39] to

minimize MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ) by computing its upper bound.

Given the emotion representation Zs
e and the emotion-

independent representation Zs
c of input speech As, CLUB uses

a probabilistic neural network to approximate the conditional

distribution qθ (Z
s
e | Z

s
c ). In this study, a neural network

parameterized by θ is used to learn the distribution. The MI

minimization estimation between Zs
e and Zs

c through upper
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bound estimator CLUB is given by

MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c )

=
1

B

B
∑

i=1

[

log qθ
(

Zs
e,i | Z

s
c,i

)

− log qθ
(

Zs
e,i | Z̄

s
c,i

)]

,
(10)

where qθ is the neural approximation and (Zs
e,i, Z

s
c,i) de-

notes the ith pair of data points. And the data sam-

ples {(Zs
e,i, Z̄

s
c,i)}

B
i=1 are obtained by shuffling emotion-

independent representations in a mini-batch. Here, Z̄s
c,i de-

notes the ith emotion-independent representation of the mini-

batch after shuffling. The batch size is set to 32 and each

mini-batch consists of 32 pairs.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), using the aforementioned mutual

information estimators MINE and CLUB, the proposed MI

loss LMI = MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ) − β[MI(Zs

e ; Ẑ
s
e ) + MI(Zs

c ; Ẑ
s
c )]

can be minimized after estimating MI(Zs
e ;Z

s
c ), MI(Zs

e ; Ẑ
s
e ),

and MI(Zs
c ; Ẑ

s
c ),.

2) Stage II:Adversarial Training: In the second step of

our method, GAN training is implemented to eliminate the

training-testing mismatch and obtain a high-quality EVC. As

shown in Fig. 2(b), we extract the emotion representation Zt
e

of the target emotion from the target mel-spectrogram feature

At, then extract the emotion-independent representation Zs
c

from the source mel-spectrogram feature As. The decoder

reconstructs Âs→t using Zt
e and Zs

c as Âs→t = De (Z
t
e, Z

s
c ).

The conversion phase is formulated as follows:

Z
t
e = Ee (At) ,Z

s
c = Ec (As) , Âs→t = De

(

Z
t
e,Z

s
c

)

. (11)

The generator is expected to synthesize a sufficiently realistic

speech mel-spectrogram Âs→t to fool the discriminator. In

contrast, the discriminator is trained to distinguish the gen-

erated mel-spectrogram Âs→t from the ground-truth spectro-

gram At of the target speech Xt. This encourages the generator

to generate realistic speech. This adversarial training stage

for realistic converted mel-spectrogram can be trained with

adversarial loss.

Adversarial loss: The adversarial loss can be expressed as:

LADV = EX

[

logD (At) + log
(

1−D
(

Âs→t

)]

(12)

The smaller the loss, the closer the converted data distribution

is to a normal speech distribution. In this study, Wasserstein

GAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) [41] is adopted

instead of the original GAN [28] to mitigate the training

instability issue.

Final Objective Function: With the individual loss func-

tions described above, shown in Fig. 4, the final objective

function for training the proposed SIEVC model can be

represented as:

LTOTAL = LREC + λ1LMI + λ2LADV , (13)

where λ1 and λ2 are hyperparameters that control the relative

importance of each other. We performed hyperparameters

tuning during the albation study in SectionIV-C. We note that

the reconstruction loss LREC is necessary for the production

of speech. When the model was trained without it, the model

could not generate fluent speech. The effect of each loss term

Algorithm 1 Whole training procedure of the proposed SIEVC

Required:

1. Emotional speech dataset X ;

2. Generator G = {Ee(·), Ec(·), De(·, ·)} and discriminator

Dis with parameters θG = {θEe
, θEc

, θDe
}, and θDis

, respec-

tively;

3. Batch size B = 32.

Initialization:

Initialize the parameters θG and θDis
.

Iteration:

1: for (i = 1; i < n+ 1; i = i+ 1) do

2: for (j = 1; j < B + 1; j = j + 1) do

3: Sample source speech Xs ∈ X ;

Sample target speech Xt ∈ X .
4: end for

5: Create a B-size minibatch {Xs, Xt}.
6: Extract mel-spectrogram feature As from Xs;

Extract mel-spectrogram feature At from Xt.
7: latent representations:

Zs
e = Ee(As), Z

s
c = Ec(As), Z

t
e = Ee(At)

Âs→s = De (Z
s
e , Z

s
c ), Âs→t = De (Z

t
e, Z

s
c )

8: Calculate LREC , LMI , and LADV

9: Update the weights by descending the

stochastic gradient:

θDis

+
← −∇θDis

λ2LADV

θG
+
← −∇θG(LREC + λ1LMI + λ2LADV )

10: end for

11: return Optimized weights

is shown in Table V. Thus we set λ1 to 0.2 and λ1 to 0.2

during whole training procedure.

The proposed framework (i.e., generator and discriminator)

was trained using the ADAM optimiser [42] with a learning

rate of 0.0001, β1 = 0.9, and β1 = 0.999. The weight decay

was set to 0.0001 to prevent overfitting. The entire training

procedure is presented in Algorithm 1.

C. Network Architecture

TABLE II
DETAILS OF THE MODEL CONFIGURATIONS.

Emotion Encoder

ConvBank → Conv1d-ReLU × 2 → Conv1d-ReLU-AvgPooling
× 3 → Fully Connected layer → ReLU Layer

Emotion-independent Encoder

ConvBank → Conv1d × 3 → Downsample: Conv1d-IN-ReLU
× 2 → Conv1d-IN-ReLU-Conv1d × 2

Decoder

Conv1d-AdaIN-ReLU × 3 → Upsample: Conv1d-PixelShuffe-
AdaIN × 3 → Conv1d, with resuidual connection

Discriminator

Conv2d → Downsample: Conv2d-LReLU-IN × 5
→ Fully Connected layer→Scalar output

”Conv1d” represents 1-d convolution layer and ”Conv2d” represents 1-d
convolution layer. ”AvgPooling” represents average pooling. ”IN” rep-
resents instance normalization. AdaIN represents adaptive instance nor-
malization. ”×N represents repeating the block for N times. ”ReLU”
and ”LReLU” represent ReLU activation and leakyReLU activation,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Overview of proposed training criteria. (a) Reconstruction loss LREC ; (b) Mutual information loss LMI ; (c) Adversarial loss LADV .

In this section, we provide the details of the proposed model

configuration, which are summarized in Table II.

1) Generator: The proposed SIEVC framework is based

on GAN combined with disentangled representation learning.

Therefore, in this study the generator is an encoder-decoder

architecture, which consists of three components: emotion

encoder Ee, emotion-independent encoder Ec, and decoder

De. We first obtain high-level representations from Ee and Ec,

respectively, and reconstruct the speech information through

De. The generator is composed entirely of 1d convolution

neural network to capture the temporal dependencies.

Emotion Encoder: The emotion encoder is used to capture

the emotion-related information from mel-spectrogram. We

first employ the ConvBank layer which stacks convolution

layers with different kernel sizes to enlarge the receptive

field and capture long-time scale information. Subsequently,

several convolution layers are applied to generate the high-

level representations. The purely 1-dimensional convolution

layers are implemented with a kernel size set to 5, and the

stride size depends on whether downsampling of the temporal

scales is required. It is important to note that we do not

downsample the temporal dimension in the emotion encoder.

Instead, we keep the original temporal dimension the same as

the input acoustic features to preserve the overall information.

We also use average pooling to enforce the emotion encoder

to learn global information only and decrease the temporal

resolution to match the feature shapes.

Emotion-independent Encoder: The emotion encoder is

used to capture the emotion-independent information from

mel-spectrogram. To enlarge the receptive field and capture

long-time-scale information, we also employed the ConvBank

layer [43], which stacks convolution layers of different kernel

sizes. In addition, we adopt instance normalisation (IN) [44]

after each convolution layer of the emotion-independent en-

coder to eliminate emotional style information. Then, ReLU

nonlinear activation is applied after each IN layer. To mit-

igate the training difficulties, we also implement residual

connections [45] for each pair of convolution layers with the

exception of the ConvBank layer.

Decoder: The decoder is used to recover the mel-

spectrogram from a combination of emotion and emotion-

independent representations. A set of convolution layers with

kernel size 5 and stride 1 are implemented in the decoder.

To increase the temporal resolution, the PixelShuffle1d layer

[46] is used for upsampling and nearest interpolation for the

residual connections to match the shape. Then we use adaptive

instance normalisation (AdaIN) [47] layer to provide global

style information before activation layer.

2) Discriminator: The discriminator is used to distinguish a

real sample of speech from a synthetic one while encouraging

the generator to synthesize realistic speech of the target

domain. Therefore, the discriminator is constructed with 2d

convolution layers in a manner similar to [48], [49] to better

capture the acoustic texture. There are 5 convolution layers

with stride 2 and kernel size 5× 5 to gradually, downsample

the feature map. The number of filters for these convolution

layers are respectively 64, 128, 256, 512 and 512. To decrease

the feature channel from 512 to 32, a convolution layer with

unit kernel size and stride is appended. Finally, an output

layer follows and is used to obtain a measure of the degree

of verisimilitude of the speech in the target domain. Instance

normalisation [44] and leaky ReLu activation [50] with a slope

of 0.01 are applied after each convolution layer except the last

output layer.

3) Vocoder: As depicted in Fig. 2, because the output of

the proposed model is the mel-sectrogram of the converted

speech, we employ a vocoder to convert the mel-spectrogram

to time-domain waveform. Recently, various neural vocoders

[51], [52] were successfully applied to EVC for waveform

reconstruction. Considering the quality and the inference speed

of waveform generation, a MelGAN vocoder [51] pre-trained

on the VCTK corpus [53] is applied to generate a proper

speech waveform from a given mel-spectrogram. Initially, we

generate the corresponding acoustic features in the required
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format for the MelGAN input. Hence, in this study, we

utilised mel-spectrograms for acoustic features, which can

effectively imply various types of information in speech, not

only linguistic but also non-linguistic, such as the speaker

identity and emotion information. More precisely, we resample

the audio at 22,050 HZ and perform the STFT (short-time

Fourier transform) with STFT window size 1024. We then

transform the magnitude of the spectrograms into an 80-bin

mel-scale and then take its logarithm. Subsequently, these

acoustic features will be fed into our model to optimize its

parameters. Finally, we generate the converted speech through

the optimized model and the vocoder.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Dataset and Experimental Comparative Methods

We conducted experimental evaluations on the emotional

speech dataset (ESD) [32], which consisted of 350 parallel

utterances with an average duration of 2.5s recorded by 10

native English speakers and 10 native Mandarin speakers with

five different emotions. In this study, we only considered five

emotional categories of the 10 English speakers: angry, happy,

neutral, sad, and surprised. We constructed the following

four datasets: neutral-to-happy voice (Neu2Hap), neutral-to-

angry voice (Neu2Ang), neutral-to-surprise voice (Neu2Sur),

and neutral-to-sad voice (Neu2Sad). We trained the proposed

model and baselines using speech data from the first eight

speakers, which are denoted as seen speakers. The remaining

two speakers who were not involved in the training phase

are denoted as unseen speakers. The training and testing sets

were non-overlapping utterances randomly selected from 350

utterances (330 utterances for training and 20 utterances for

testing).

To evaluate the proposed method performance in converting

different emotional states, we compared the results to those of

several state-of-the-art methods listed below.

• CycleGAN-EVC [7]: The CycleGAN [29] model has

been widely used in non-parallel VC tasks. Zhou et al.[7]

extended this unsupervised learning model to develop

CycleGAN-EVC, which is an effective way to achieve

one-to-one emotional voice conversion. The WORLD

vocoder [54] is used for speech analysis and synthesis.

• StarGAN-EVC [8]: StarGAN-based emotional voice

conversion has been proposed for many-to-many EVC

tasks. StarGAN-EVC can perform many-to-many conver-

sion using a single model. The WORLD vocoder is used

for speech analysis and synthesis.

• VAWGAN-EVC [36]: This is a speaker-independent

method based on VAWGAN [36], which consists of

two encoder-decoder structures that separately learn the

spectrum and CWT-based F0 mappings. To represent

different emotions, a one-hot vector was provided to the

generator as an emotion identity. The WORLD vocoder

is used for speech analysis and synthesis.

To make fair comparison, we reproduced their performance

using the available open source implementations and with

the same training data. We note that CycleGAN-EVC can

only perform one-to-one conversions; thus, we trained one

CycleGAN-EVC for each emotion pair separately. The remain-

ing methods used a unified model for all the emotion pairs.

B. Evaluation Methodology

1) Objective Evaluations: To objectively measure the qual-

ity of the generated speech, we used three different metrics,

i.e., 1) Mel-Cepstral Distortion; 2) Root Mean Square Error;

3) Speech Emotion Recognition Accuracy.

Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD): In the field of EVC,

MCD [55] is commonly used for assessing the quality of gen-

erated speech signals in the mel-cepstral space. To compute the

MCD between the generated and ground-truth target speech,

we calculated the first 24 mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs),

which can be formulated as follows:

MCD = (10/ ln 10)

√

√

√

√2
24
∑

i=1

(mcti −mcci )
2 (14)

where mcti and mcci represent the target and generated mel-

cepstral, respectively. To make reasonable comparisons be-

tween the generated and ground-truth speech, Dynamic time

warping (DTW) based alignment is performed before calcu-

lating MCD. A lower MCD value indicates higher similarity

between the generated and ground-truth target speech.

Root Mean Suqare Error (RMSE): To evaluate the

conversion error between target and converted F0 features, we

calculate the RMSE as follows:

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

i=1

((F0ti)− (F0ci ))
2
,

.

(15)

where F0ti and F0ci denote the target and converted F0

features, respectively. We used the WORLD vocoder [54] to

extract fundamental frequencies from raw audio waveforms.

DTW was also applied to calculate the RMSE between the

two sequences. A lower F0-RMSE value indicates a smaller

distortion or prediction error.

Tables III and IV report the MCD and F0-RMSE results ob-

tained from the neutral-to-emotional pairs. For seen speakers,

as reported in Table III, our proposed model outperforms other

models in spectral and F0 conversion. Table IV reports the

MCD and F0-RMSE results for unseen speakers. Both meth-

ods with speaker-dependent frameworks, CycleGAN-EVC and

StarGAN-EVC, achieve unsatisfactory results. Compared to

speaker-independent VAWGAN-EVC model, our model ex-

hibits better transfer performance on MCD and F0-RMSE

metrics. Through the objective experiments, we empirically

confirm that the proposed method effectively brings the con-

verted acoustic feature sequence closer to the target one than

that of the baseline.

Speech Emotion Recognition Accuracy: Speech emotion

recognition accuracy measures whether the converted speech

belongs to the target emotion category. For a fair comparison,

we used a third-party pre-trained speech emotion recognition

model [56] to classify the emotion from the converted speech.

The confusion matrices of the classification conducted on the
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TABLE III
MCD AND F0-RMSE RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT EMOTIONS OF SEEN SPEAKERS. THE BEST PERFORMANCES ARE INDICATED IN BOLDFACE.

Seen or Unseen Seen Speaker

Metric MCD [dB] F0-RMSE [Hz]

Conversion Pairs Neu2Hap Neu2Ang Neu2Sad Neu2Sur Neu2Hap Neu2Ang Neu2Sad Neu2Sur

Source 6.54 5.36 6.84 6.74 77.5 74.6 101.7 91.6
CycleGAN-EVC 4.54 4.81 4.57 4.60 57.2 60.8 69.5 62.7
StarGAN-EVC 4.25 4.61 4.67 4.58 56.5 62.1 67.9 62.2

VAWGAN-EVC 4.36 4.92 4.69 4.63 58.2 62.8 68.3 63.6
Proposed method 3.97 4.69 4.23 4.26 46.3 49.6 59.4 56.7

TABLE IV
MCD AND F0-RMSE RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT EMOTIONS OF UNSEEN SPEAKERS. THE BEST PERFORMANCES ARE INDICATED IN BOLDFACE.

Seen or Unseen Unseen Speaker

Metric MCD [dB] F0-RMSE [Hz]

Conversion Pairs Neu2Hap Neu2Ang Neu2Sad Neu2Sur Neu2Hap Neu2Ang Neu2Sad Neu2Sur

Source 6.34 5.66 6.58 6.16 78.3 73.1 95.4 93.2
CycleGAN-EVC 5.89 5.79 5.77 5.83 76.1 69.8 87.5 90.6
StarGAN-EVC 5.53 5.96 5.61 5.49 75.1 70.3 79.5 82.85

VAWGAN-EVC 4.54 4.45 4.62 4.77 61.4 66.2 70.8 72.4
Proposed method 4.02 4.65 4.52 4.36 50.4 51.3 62.7 61.3

(a) CycleGAN converted voice (b) StarGAN converted voice (c) VAWGAN converted voice (d) Proposed method converted voice

Fig. 5. The confusion matrix of seen speaker.

(a) CycleGAN converted voice (b) StarGAN converted voice (c) VAWGAN converted voice (d) Proposed method converted voice

Fig. 6. The confusion matrix of unseen speaker.

seen and unseen speakers are presented in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively.

In the experiment with seen speakers, we observed that our

proposed model achieved the best result in all emotion states.

We can see that the 66.3% recognition result of the happy

emotion is better than those of the other models. Moreover,

regarding the angry emotion, the proposed model achieved

63.6% recognition accuracy, which is a small improvement

compared to that of the others. In the emotion state of

the happy and surprise emotions, we obtained almost equal

performance results compared to those of the other models.

Furthermore, the happy emotion was easily confused with the

surprise emotion in the classification of all models.

In the experiments with unseen speakers, our proposed

model was also superiority in all emotion states compared

to the speaker-dependent models. We also improved the accu-

racy rate in the four-class emotional recognition compared to

VAWGAN-EVC, the speaker-independent EVC model.

2) Subjective Evaluations: For the subjective experiment,

we also conducted evaluations on the naturalness of generated

speech, and the similarity of the converted speech to the

target speech. Two different subjective metrics, ”similarity”

and ”naturalness”, were used as evaluation metrics. For both

”similarity” and ”naturalness”, a MOS test was conducted to

evaluate the performance. The scale ranged from 1 (bad) to 5

(excellent). We carried out the MOS test for all conversion

pairs, including neutral-to-angry, neutral-to-sad, neutral-to-

happy, and neutral-to-surprise. To evaluate similarity, listeners

were asked to listen to the speech pairs and score them from

1 to 5 according to whether they had the same emotion. For

measuring naturalness, the listeners were asked to score the

generated samples from 1 to 5 according to how natural the
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Fig. 7. MOS of the similarity evaluation.
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Fig. 8. MOS of the naturalness evaluation.

converted speech sounded to them.

Similarity: Fig. 7 shows MOS results of the similarity

evaluation. A higher value indicates a better result. From

these results, observe that all naturalness scores are above

or near 2.5, indicating reasonable similarity. We can see

that our proposed method achieved a better score than those

of the baseline approaches, which indicates better subjective

conversion quality according to human perceptual evaluation.

Naturalness: Fig. 8 shows MOS results of the naturalness

evaluation. A higher value indicates a better result. Comparing

the results of different models, we can see that our model

also outperforms the other models in the naturalness metric.

The results of the two MOS tests are determined with 95%

confidence intervals. To summarize, our proposed method

performed relatively well in terms of emotion similarity and

naturalness for every emotion pair.

C. Ablation Study

As shown in Table. V, we present ablation study results to

verify the effectiveness of each loss term used for training.

We compared our model with three models trained by a part

of the loss function, while keeping the other training setups

unchanged, including the model structure. Once we remove

adversarial loss LADV , the naturalness dramatically decreased

from 3.69 to 3.4, which indicates that the adversarial learning

makes the model generate high-quality and realistic audio

signals. We observe a decrease in the similarity score without

MI loss LMI . This result indicates that the MI loss LMI

for better disentanglement is useful to improve the emotion

transfer quality. The performance without term LREC has not

been reported because the model cannot generate fluent speech

without reconstruction loss.

Fig. 9. t-SNE Visualization for emotion embedding of seen speakers. Each
point represents an utterance and the legend indicates different emotions.

Fig. 10. t-SNE Visualization for emotion embedding of unseen speakers.
Each point represents an utterance and the legend indicates different emotions.

D. Evaluation of Disentanglement

In order to further demonstrate that our proposed method

can disentangle latent representations effectively, we present

t-SNE visualisation [57] for emotion representations obtained

from the different utterances of both seen and unseen speakers

in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Fig. 9 presents the visual-

ization results of seen speakers. It is clear that the emotion

representations of converted speech are well clustered with

identical emotion, and emotion representations of converted

speech are well separated among different emotions. This

result indicates that our emotion encoder can extract emotion

information irrelevant to other information. From Fig. 10,

we observe that the emotion representations generated with

unseen speakers are also located within the clusters of the

same emotion, which indicates the robustness of our emotion

encoder.
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TABLE V
ABLATION STYDIES.

Method MCD F0-RMSE SER Naturalness Similarity

Proposed 4.34 57.26 60.13 3.69 3.50

w/o LMI 4.97 58.79 54.33 3.56 3.07
w/o LADV 4.52 59.92 54.26 3.04 3.29

TABLE VI
THE ACCURACY OF SER BASED ON LATENT REPRESENTATION.

Without LMI With LMI

Accuracy 0.36 0.19

We also perform an ablation study to verify the disentangle-

ment of latent representations encoded by the emotion encoder

and emotion-independent encoder. The disentanglement is

measured as the accuracy of a speech emotion recognition

based on only the emotion-independent representation. A

higher value indicates that the emotion-independent repre-

sentation contains the more emotion information. The results

are shown in Table VI. We can see that the recognition

accuracy is apparently lower when MI loss LMI is applied

to train the proposed model, indicating that the emotion-

independent representation contains less emotion-related in-

formation. Therefore, the MI loss proposed in this paper does

encourage better disentanglement for emotional VC.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel speaker-independent

emotional voice conversion method for arbitrary speakers

via disentangled representation learning, which we refer to

as SIEVC. A novel optimization objective based on mu-

tual information is proposed for better disentanglement. To

achieve high-quality converted speech with target emotion,

the adversarial training strategy is also adopted in the training

procedure. The experimental results show that, our proposed

model outperforms the baselines in both seen and unseen

speaker scenarios on a real-world dataset.
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